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地址 Independent Glass Co. Ltd. 
(Toughened Division) 
540 - 550 Lawmoor Street , 
Dixon´s Blazes Industrial Estate, 
Glasgow G5 0UA 

国家 英国

产品/机械
As leading glass merchants Independent Glass has access to the most diverse range of glass products in the UK, much of which is held in stock.
Orders can be uplifted from the warehouse, with full crane facilities on site, or delivered direct to  your door by our fleet of purpose-built, specialist float
glass transportation vehicles. Hi-Ab and Floatliner deliveries available. 

All glass stocked by our Merchanting Division is manufactured to BS 952.

CLEAR FLOAT - 2mm to 25mm thick, in stock sizes up to 6000mm x 3210mm
TINTED FLOAT - 4mm to 12mm thick, in standard colours
LAMINATED - 4.4mm to 11.5mm thick in stock, with access to high security and specialist bespoke laminates
SILVERED - 2mm to 6mm thick in standard stock sizes, available in a variety of colours.
SECURITY MIRRORS - Available in a wide range of sizes.
HORTICULTURAL - Specialist 3mm glass, specifically made for greenhouses
FIGURED / PATTERNED - 4mm to 10mm thick in British and Continental patterns
FIRE RESISTANT - Wired, fire resistant glass in stock sizes and cut to size, 6mm or 7mm thick, plus multi-layered intumescent laminated fire
resistant glass
SATINISED - Acid etch effect glass, in range of 4mm to 12mm thick
LOW EMISSIVITY GLASS - Compliant with new legislation, available in 4mm and 6mm thick float and 6.4mm laminated
LOW IRON CONTENT - High optical quality glass, in range of 4mm to 19mm thick
REFLECTIVE - Wide range of reflective solar control glass stocked in 6mm thick clear, bronze and grey.
VARNISHED - Decorative float glass available in wide range of opaque colours.

Company Profile of Independent Glass Co. Ltd.

A service of glassglobal.com, an affiliate of glassglobal group.
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